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How does our publishing help you teach the new guide? What’s publishing and when?

What’s changed or new? How does our publishing help you teach this?

New course structure

• The coursebook and Teaching for Success are structured to mirror the new 
course structure, with chapters dedicated to the core theme, each of the five 
optional themes and each of the areas of knowledge (AOKs).

• They include the new core theme on ‘Knowledge and the Knower’ which 
allows students to reflect on themselves as knowers and thinkers. 

• Chapters on the new optional themes on ‘Knowledge and Technology’ and 
‘Knowledge and Politics’ are included with real-world examples of TOK, such 
as topical issues like fake news, social media ‘filter bubbles’ and more. 

New knowledge 
framework

• Chapters are structured according to the knowledge framework, with a 
section dedicated to each of the four elements: Scope, Perspectives, Methods 
and Tools, and Ethics.

• The coursebook and Teaching for Success contain knowledge questions 
relating to the relevant element of the framework in each section.

• The Skills for Success book contains a chapter devoted to the knowledge 
framework, with in-depth discussions of each of the four elements. 

Conceptual approach

• Both the coursebook and Teaching for Success feature an introductory 
chapter containing in-depth discussions of each of the twelve course 
concepts.

• Further concept connections are included at relevant points throughout  
both books.

Changes to assessment – 
completely new internal 
assessment (IA) tasks and 
moderation process

• Assessment advice relating to both the essay and the new TOK Exhibition 
are included throughout the coursebook.

• IA prompts feature in the coursebook at appropriate points, to inspire 
students to start thinking about their exhibitions.

• Both Teaching for Success and Skills for Success feature a chapter containing 
in-depth advice for teachers and students about how to approach each of the 
assessment components. 

What 
next? 

�To place an order, fill in the order form or get in touch via 
International.team@hoddereducation.com

�You can try our books for free with eInspection copies, 
which offer online access to the whole book for 30 days, 
completely free of charge. To request your eInspection 
copies visit hoddereducation.com/tok 

�Receive the latest news, free resources and 
sample material when you sign up for eUpdates at 
hoddereducation.com/eUpdates 

Theory of  
Knowledge 

View the full range 
of resources inside >

Confidently navigate the new Theory of Knowledge  
Guide with a set of rich and engaging resources,  
grounded in conceptual considerations and illustrated  
with real-world examples

To place your order fill in the enclosed order form or visit  
www.hoddereducation.com/TOK

FOR THE
IB DIPLOMA

Coursebook Teaching for 
Success 

Skills for 
Success 

The new coursebook is structured around the new framework and course 
concepts, and we have made a conscious effort to provide a wide range 
of real-world examples in every chapter. We have also endeavored to 
demonstrate how the various topics in the course are interconnected.

Carolyn P. Henly

Teaching for Success acts as a close companion to the coursebook, giving 
teachers extra context and material that will help transform their TOK 
teaching. The book provides detailed lesson plans which offer guidance 
as teachers develop their own approach to the new course. The second 
edition of the companion Skills for Success has been updated to help 
students navigate the new elements of the TOK Guide. The book provides 
students with an in-depth understanding of the new core theme and 
the knowledge framework and a thorough explanation of the new 
assessment for the course, including the new exhibition.

John Sprague

A note from our authors

Title ISBN Pub date Price

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma 9781510474314 Mar-20 £35

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma Student 
eTextbook

9781510475458 Apr-20
1-year access: £23.30 
2-year access: £35

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma Whiteboard 
eTextbook

9781510475441 Mar-20
£175 – subscription lasts 
the life of the Guide

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma: Teaching for 
Success

9781510474659 Apr-20 £40

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma: Skills for 
Success

9781510474956 May-20 £18.99

Theory of Knowledge for the IB Diploma: Skills for 
Success Student eTextbook

9781510475472 Jun-20
1-year access: £12.66 
2-year access: £18.99

Go digital with Dynamic learning 
Available via Dynamic Learning

Student eTextbooks 
Downloadable versions of the 
printed textbooks that are 
assigned to students so they can:

•  Download and view on any 
device or browser

•  Add, edit and synchronise  
notes across two devices 

•  Access their personal copy on 
the move without internet 
connection 

Whiteboard eTextbook 
Online, interactive version 
of the printed textbook that 
enables you to:

•  Display interactive pages to 
your class

•  Add notes and highlight 
areas

•  Add double page spreads 
into lesson plans

The Coursebook is being developed in cooperation 
with the International Baccalaureate.
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